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The triplet 4d states of H2 have been studied by using a tunable single-mode dye laser to
excite metastable molecules in the 2p II„state to the 4s and 4d triplet states. Ninety-three
transitions were detected and their line positions measured. Some of these states decay pri-
marily by predissociation. A simple model for the energies of the Rydberg states was

developed; the model depends upon the polarizability and quadrupole interactions of the

Rydberg electron with the H2+ core. It provides a remarkably good description of the mea-

sulcd energy intervals.

I. INTRODUCTION

The first extensive measurements of the triplet
states of the hydrogen molecule were made in the
1930s by Richardson and his co-workers. '

Among other things they observed the transitions
from the triplet 4d states to the metastable
c H„2@~state and used these observations to deter-
mine the energy levels for the triplet 4d states. In
the 1950s Dieke and his co-workers obtained spectra
with higher resolution and improved the assign-
ments of the energy levels. Neither of these groups
was able to identify transitions from the triplet 4s
state and thus determine its energy levels. This pa-
per reports the first improvement in the optical
spectroscopy of these states since that time.

Spectra of very high resolution and selectivity
have been obtained by using a tunable single-mode

dye laser to excite transitions in a collimated beam
of metastable hydrogen molecules. Only those tran-
sitions in the blue region of the spectrum terminat-

ing with the triplet 4s and 4d states were observed;
this made the identification process far easier than
for the emission spectra upon which earlier investi-

gators relied. A number of errors in the earlier iden-

tifications have been discovered. In particular, it
has been necessary to revise nearly all the energy lev-
els with v=2. This paper will focus on the 4d
states, although some discussion of the 4s Xg+ state
is necessary in describing the process through which
the lines were identified. The properties of the 4s
state are described in another publication. '

As an aid in understanding and identifying the
levels a simple model for the energies of the Ryd-
berg states has been developed, based upon the po-
larizability and quadrupole interactions of the Ryd-

berg electron with the H2+ core. This model gives
results that agree remarkably well with the experi-
mental energies. A similar analysis has been applied
to the Rydberg states of atomic C, N, 0, and Ne by
Chang and Sakai, also with good results. Very re-

cently Herzberg and Jungen have identified several

5g ~4f transitions in the optical emission spectrum
of H2 by using a similar model. The approach
presented here is equivalent in principle, but differs
in starting from a case-d basis set in which the ener-

gies are nearly diagonal.
The laser-molecular beam arrangement has also

made it possible to study predissociation in the
4s, 4d complex. There is an extensive literature on
the competition between predissociation, autoioniza-
tion, and radiative decay for the singlet p states of
Hz. " Evidence for predissociation has been
found for many of the lower Rydberg states, usually
in the form of spectral broadening resulting from
very short decay lifetimes. The n =4 states are en-

ergetically capable of predissociation for U&1. It
has been found that predissociation takes place for
the 4s and 4d states with v &2, although the U=1
levels appear in all cases to decay purely radiatively.
The predissociative levels are detected via the
I.yman-a radiation emitted by the excited H atoms
resulting from the decay. The observed predissocia-
tion lifetimes vary erratically from about 100 psec to
about 1 nsec, suggesting that the process is only
weakly allowed for these states.

The first part of this paper describes the model
and the calculation of the energy levels for the 4d
states. Subsequent sections deal with the observa-
tion of the 4s and 4d states, the line assignments,
and the comparison of the energy levels with the
theory.
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gin for the coordinates x,y,z is once more the center
of mass of the molecule, the z axis points along the
internuclear axis ab, and the position of the electron
is defined by the polar coordinates (r,u»v).

(r, e, $)

bl

(b)

FIG. 1. Diagrams showing (a} the laboratory-fixed and
(b} the molecule-fixed coordinate systems used to describe
the hydrogen molecule.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE RYDBERG
STATES OF H,

A. Notation

This paper follows the notation used by Hougen. '

R represents the rotational angular momentum of
the molecule, L the orbital angular momentum of
the excited electron, S the electronic-spin angular
momentum, and I 'the nuclear-spin angular momen-
tum. In describing the molecule, it is convenient to
use both a frame of reference that is fixed in the lab-
oratory and one that is fixed with respect to the
molecule. Figure 1 shows the coordinates of one of
the two electrons in each of these two systems. In
the laboratory-fixed coordinate system [Fig. 1(a)] the
origin for the coordinates is the center of mass of
thc two Illlclcl, tllc coofdlllatcs 8 alld p dcfIIIlc thc
orientation of the internuclear axis, and the polar
coordinates (r, 8,$) define the position of the Ryd-
berg electron. In the molecule-fixed frame the ori-

B. Qualitative structure

Two angular momentum coupling schemes are
important for the study of H2, and some degree of
intermediate coupling is usually encountered. The
lowest excited states conform closely to Hund's case
b, shown in Fig. 2(a). In this coupling scheme
the electronic orbital angular momentum L is cou-
pled strongly to the molecular core, so that its pro-
jection A along the internuclear axis ab is a good
quantum number. The state is referred to by one of
the Greek letters X, II, 6, 4, . . . for A =0,
1, 2, 3, . . . The core rotational momentum R is well
defined, but of little importance in describing levels.
Instead the rotational levels are indexed according to
X, the quantum number describing the total angular
momentum exclusive of spin. The fine structure is
included by coupling the electronic-spin angular
momentum S with N to form J, and the hyperfine
structure by coupling the nuclear spin I to form F.

As n and I increase, the system takes on the char-
acter of a hydrogenic Rydberg electron orbiting an
H2+ core, interacting primarily with a central
Coulomb potential. This corresponds to Hund's
coupling case d and will be the starting point for the
theoretical treatment that follows. Figure 2(b)
shows the very simple case-d couplings& with R+L
forming N» N+S forming J» and J + I forming F.
The symmetries of a singly excited level in case d
are easily found. The gerade-ungerade distinction is
determined by L alone, with states of odd I. having
ungerade (u) symmetry. The "s", "a" symmetry
(corresponding to laboratory-fixed permutation of
the two nuclei) is determined by the core rotation
alone. Levels of even R are parahydrogen levels and
levels of odd E. are orthohydrogen with a threefold
hyperfine splitting. The structure of' a case-d state

(b)

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram showing the two important
angular momentum coupling schemes. (a} Hund's case b;
{b) Hund's case d.
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zeroth-order parts, it is helpful to develop a case-d
basis set more explicitly than was done above. The
overall wave function in pure case d has the form,
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In this expression M is an antisymmetrizing opera-
tor, and ga„d is a hydrogenic Rydberg wave function

PRyd = YM, (~ 4)R.,I. (&) .

The remainder of the wave function is just the wave
function of H2+, which is further subdivided into

1(„„,which is the electronic wave function of H2+,
and

tp„„, =g, ,p„;b —YM„(8,$, )1('„;b(A),

FIG. 3. Correlation diagram for a triplet d complex,
showing the first few rotational levels for each state. Ro-
tational spacings are not drawn to scale. Ordering shown
for the N levels in case d is as &alculated from Eq. (11).
%'hen corrected for off-diagonal terms, ordering for
N —R =0 and N —R = 1 is reversed for the nd states with
R =2, 3, and4.

consists of an "L complex" at each value of the ro-
tational quantum number R with 2L+1 closely
spaced sublevels of different X when R &L. In un-

perturbed case d, these sublevels would be exactly
degenerate. The rotational energy is given approxi-
mately by BR (R + l), and the rotational constant 8
is expected to be close to that of the H2+ molecular
ion.

To provide a qualitative understanding of the lev-
el structure for a state with intermediate coupling,
the structures in the two coupling cases can be adia-
batically connected. Figure 3 shows the correlation
diagram for a d complex. It is constructed by con-
serving molecular symmetries and the quantum
number X, which is always well defined. As the
core coupling decreases (a phenomenon often re-
ferred to as "Iuncoupling" ), the two sublevels of op-
posite symmetry for each E are split further and
further apart until they finally end up in quite dif-
ferent R levels. %hile the 3s,3d complex is some-
where near the middle of the correlation diagram, it
will be shown that the 4d states lie fairly close to the
limit of pure case d.

C. Interactions determining structure in case d

In this section the lowest-order couplings that
perturb the Rydberg electron from hydrogenic ener-
gies are considered in detail. Before breaking the
Hamiltonian of the system into perturbative and

where A is the internuclear separation. The effect of
the antisymmetrizing operator is to give rise to the
portion of the singlet-triplet splitting that arises
from exchange energy. It will be dropped from this
point on, since the effects of electronic spin will not
be included in this simple model. The complete
case-d basis set is obtained by coupling the various
angular momentum states to give kets of the form

~

U, R,n, L,N, MN }

&C(RMsLM
~
RLNM~)] .

The Hamiltonian of the system can be divided
naturally into a portion that gives rise to the ener-
gies of the basis states and a portion that causes per-
turbations between them. Denoting the two nuclei

by a and b, the inner electron by 1, and the Rydberg
electron by 2, the perturbation Hamiltonian is given
by

e2 2

f2a f2b

The first expression is the "atomic" perturbation
and gives the deviation of the excited states of hch-
um from the corresponding hydrogenic energies.
The second expression contains all of the "molecu-
lar" interactions, which depend on the fact that the
internuclear separation A is finite. The effect of this
perturbation Hamiltonian on the system can be ap-
proximated by considering the two largest effects.

(1) The potential experienced by the outer electron
is expanded into a multipole series, in which the
quadrupole moment of the H2+ core is the first
nonzero term.
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(2) Second-order effects (mixing of the core states
due to the presence of the outer electron) are taken
into account by considering the polarizability of the
H2+ core.

All higher moments and higher-order polarizabili-
ties are assumed to be small, and the effects of core
penetration by the Rydberg electron are neglected.

These two couplings must be expressed in a form
such that matrix elements between basis states of the
form given in Eq. (1) can be evaluated. Both pertur-
bations are dependent upon the orientation of the in-
ternuclear axis, so it is necessary to consider the
transformation between the laboratory coordinate
frame and the molecule-fixed frame.

In the absence of core penetration, the Hamiltoni-
an for the interaction of the Rydberg electron with
the core potential is given by a simple multipole ex-
pansion

Ryd core
~el

core " ~core

I
~core

eRydecore I+ ) ~I( CO~2 —core) y

core, I r Ryd

where u2 „„is the angle between the Rydberg elec-
tron and any one of the core particles, and the sum
is over the electron and two protons in the core.
The interaction can be expressed in terms of the an-

gles describing the orientation of the Rydberg elec-
tron by using the spherical-harmonic addition
theorem. For this and all other angular momentum
relations in this paper the notation of Edmonds'
will be used. For the quadrupole term the result is

2
core

~quad = g ( ) ) eRydecore
core, q

(2) (2)X Cq (») C —q (core»core)

The electronic charge e in (4) is now slgnless.
It remains to express the quadrupole interaction

in the laboratory-fixed system so that its matrix ele-
ments can be taken. This can be done using another
application of the spherical-harmonic addition
theorem. The result can be expressed as a product
of two spherical-harmonic tensors in the laboratory
coordinate system,

~, ,= ——;c"'(e,y) c"'(e„y,)Q .

The Hamiltonian for the polarization interaction
can be derived by a similar treatment and has been
carried out for a similar case by MacAdam. ' For a
general anisotropic object the polarizability tensor is
defined as

BE;BE,

where E is the applied electric field. The resulting
Hamiltonian is

(6)
l,J

where the units of the a;J are now ao. The polariza-
bility tensor must exhibit the cylindrical symmetry
of the H2+ core, so in the molecule-fixed coordinate
system it must have the form

aj 0 0

a)g = 0 a~t 0

0 oa~I

The Hamiltonian for the interaction of the Rydberg
electron with the polarizable core can be rewritten in
a very simple form if the isotropic polarizability a
and the anisotropic polarizability y are defined ac-
cording to

Because the core charge distribution has a
cylindrical symmetry around the z axis when aver-

aged over the motion of the core electron, only the

q =0 term is nonzero and (3) simplifies to

~ core (2)
quad= g eRydecore 3 CO (ro~+)~0 (rdcore~+core)

core

a=(2a, +a~I) r 3,
/=a~~ —aj

Using a spherical-harmonic tensor to express the an-
gular dependence, the Hamiltonian in the molecule-
fixed frame is

4 ~)= —
2 aE ——,yE Co (~,v) .2 ) 2 (2)

2 ~(2) g

Q g ecore" core~a (~core~+core)
core

Inserting the electric field of the Rydberg electron
explicitly, and writing the result in laboratory-fixed
coordinates, the polarization Hamiltonian becomes
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2 2~ =——~———) —c (e y) c' '(e y )
1 e 1 e [2]

4 3 p4

D. Energies and perturbations for case d

Equations (5) and (7) form the core of the model

for Rydberg-state structure. It is somewhat surpris-

ing that these interactions alone will be found to ac-
count for nearly all of the difference between purely

hydrogenic energies and the energy levels for the

molecular 4d states.

In this section, the matrix elements of the polari-
zability and quadrupole moment perturbations are
obtained in a case-d basis. Starting with the quadru-
pole interactions and assuming that the vibrational
motion is separable, the general matrix element can
be decomposed according to

(u'R'n'L'N'MN
[ ~q d ~

uR«NMN ) = —&(u'R'
[ g(~) [uR ) (&'L'

[ r
~
«)

X (R L, N'M„'
~

c"'(e,(() c"'(e„y,)
~
RLNM„& .

The matrix element involving the spherical-harmonic tensors can be evaluated explicitly to give the result

(u'R'n'L'N'MN
~ P;~, ~

uR«NM„)

X R' L'
= —e(u'R'

[ g(A) (uR )(n'L'
[ r

~

nL)( —1) +" + '

2 L R '5~&5

L' 2 L R' 2 R
X(—1) [(2L'+1)(2L+1)]' '

() () () ( —1)"[(2R'+1)(2R+1)]' '
()

The selection rules for this perturbation can be obtained directly from the properties of the 3-j symbols,

LUV =0, d8f~ ——0, ddt =0,+2, LU. =0,+2 .

It can be shown from the properties of the I.aguerre polynomials that the perturbations with dd'. =+2 vanish if
Ln =0 because the radial matrix element of r 3 is zero, so the interaction only mixes states with different L
between manifolds with different principal quantum num. bers.

The matrix elements of the polarizability perturbation (7) are obtained without having to do any new work.
The isotropic term is trivial, and the anisotropic term has the same tensorial form as the quadrupole interac-

tion (although it has a different radial matrix element). The result is that

(u'R'n'L'N'M~
~

A u,~ ~ uRnLNM~)

e2(n'L'~r 4~—«) —,(u'R'~a(A) ~uR)5LT, 5s g

X R' L'
+ , (u'R'~y(A—)

~
uR)( —1) +"+ '2 L R '4-x5M ~

L'2L
X(—1) '[(2L + 1)(2L+1)] 0 0

2 R
X( —1)"[(2R'+1)(2R +1)]' ' 0 0

The selection rules are the same as those for the quadrupole interaction, except that the polarizability is permit-
ted to mix states with LU. =+2 even within the same principal quantum number manifold.

Equations (9) and (10) contain all of the physics of the model. To obtain the first-order energy corrections it
is necessary only to specialize these expressions for the case where the matrix elements are diagonal in all quan-
tum numbers. After writing out the values of the 3-j and 6-j symbols explicitly, the correction to the hydro-
genic energy is found to be
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where

e 1 3Y(Y—1)—4R(R+1)L(L+1)
gv3 n3(L+1)(L ~ '

)L 2(2L —1)(2R —1)(2L+3)(2R+3)

2
z [3n —L(L+1)]———

~ ( uR
~
a(A)

~

vR )
2 Qo n (L+ —, )(L+1)(L+—, )L(L ——, )

2 —,[3n' —L«+1)] 3 Y( Y—1)—4R(R+1)L(L+1)———~(uR I y(~)
I

vR )
0() n (L+ —, )(L+1)(L+—')L(L —') 2(2L —1)(2R —1)(2L+3)(2R+3) '

Y=—R(R+1)+L(L+1)—N(N+1) .

Thus only three constants, the vibrationally aver-
aged values of the quadrupole moment and the two
polarizabilities, are required to calculate the first-
order energies. Perturbations towards case-b cou-
pling can be considered by calculating the effects of
the off-diagonal matrix elements in Eqs. (9) and
(10). This calculation has been performed numeri-
cally for the 4d states and is described in Sec. IIF
below.

E. Electric dipole matrix elements in case d

Using the explicit expressions for the case-d wave
functions and their admixtures developed in Sec.
IID, it is fairly easy to find the electric dipole tran-
sition amplitudes between Rydberg states. The re-
quired matrix elements are those of the operator'

e~.q (1) (12)

where Q denotes the electric dipole of the molecule
and e is a unit vector specifying the electric field
direction. Specializing to the case of the molecular
Rydberg states, the dipole operator has the form

QM'(el) = —«CM"(8, 4)

+ Q e....r-..CM"(8-- 0--)+@M

where p is induced by polarizability. Here

(8„„$„„)are the coordinates of the core particles
in the laboratory-fixed frame, and the sum is over
all three particles of the H2+ core. The portion of Q
arising from the core polarizability can be written in

terms of the isotropic and anisotropic polarizabili-
ties using the methods developed above with the re-

sult

Q~'(el) = erCJII (—8 P)+ g e„„r„„C~'(B„„,P„„,)

+ —,(~——, r)C'(8, (()+—', y[C"'(8,$) C'"(8„$,)]C'"(8„((),) .
P r

(14)

The first term is the only one that need normally be considered. The second term does not contribute so long
as the vibrational motion is separable, though for a heteronuclear molecule it is the term giving rise to pure ro-
tational and vibrational transitions. The last two terms describe transitions arising from the admixture of core
wave functions by the polarizability of the core and are significant only when deviations from Hund's case d
are large. For the first term, the Mth component of the matrix element can be determined using the same an-
gular momentum methods employed above, giving

M~
N' 1 N

((v'R'n'L'N'M~
~

e Q,I' ~
uRnLNM~))~ —— esre(n'L'

~

r
~

nL—)( —1)

L' N' R
X( —1) + + +'&(2N+1)(2N'+1) '

N L 1

L' 1 L
X( —1) v'(2L+1)(2L'+1) 0 0 O

(v'
~

v) . (15)
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The resulting selection rules for electric dipole
transitions are

~~——0,+1,
~=0,+1 (but not N=O~N=O),

M. =+1,
hR =0,
AU=0 .

The selection rule for the vibrational quantum num-

ber is not rigorous, and off-diagonal transitions are
allowed to the extent that the vibrational overlap in-

tegrals are nonzero, or the core polarizability and

quadrupole moments cause admixtures of different
vibrational levels.

The radiative decay rate of a Rydberg state can be
obtained easily from the dipole matrix elements (15).
The Einstein A coefficient is given by

e (2N'+1)(2L+1)(2L'+ 1)4k
3A

'2 2
1.' 1 1. I.' E' 8
O OO

Here the primes refer to the lower state for a partic-
ular transition with wave vector E. An interesting
property of Eq. (16) is that, if it is summed over all
values of E', the orthogonality property of the 6-j
symbols shows that the lifetime is independent of N.
This is not surprising, since the effects of an exter-
nal field should not depend upon the orientation of
the core rotation angular momentum vector R.

F. Apphcation to the 4d states

Because the 4d states exhibit a considerable
amount of intermediate coupling, it is necessary to
consider both the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix
elements of the perturbations described in Sec. II C.
This section describes the procedure used to obtain
approximate theoretical energies for these states,
starting with published theoretical data for the H2+
molecular ion. A brief summary of this procedure is
given below, followed by a more detailed description
of each step.

(1) Theoretical values of the quadrupole moment
and polarizability of H2+ were taken from the
literature for each of several static values of the in-
ternuclear separation A.

(2) For each choice of the rotational and vibra-
tional quantum numbers, rotationally averaged

values of the polarizability and quadrupole moment
were found by numerical integration.

(3) Zeroth-order energies were obtained for each
level using published values for the rotational and
vibrational energy levels of the H2+ ion and purely
hydrogenic values for the binding energy of the
Rydberg electron.

(4) Perturbation matrices were set up for the first
several rotational levels of each state. These ma-
trices were diagonalized numerically to give the
predicted energy levels. These energies are com-
pared with experimental values in Sec. IV below.

The quadrupole moment of H2+ was calculated at
various fixed internuclear separations by Karl, Nick-
el, Poll, and Wolniewicz. ' This result is quite accu-
rate since it depends only on a numerical integration
over the well-known ground-state wave functions.
The static polarizabilities were taken from an article
by Sherstyuk and Yakovleva, ' who incorporated
continuum contributions by expanding the two-

center Green's function in a basis set of Sturm func-
tions that have a purely discrete spectrum. These
polarizabilities and quadrupole moments were least-

squares fitted to power series of low order to provide
accurate interpolation and a small extrapolation
Ix:yond the last polarizability point calculated at an
internuclear separation of 3.4 a.u.

An approximation was then made by numerically

integrating these power series over the rovibrational
wave functions of unperturbed H2+ to give averaged
values of the interaction constants. This is
equivalent to assuming that the core constants are
not significantly affected by the fact that the admix-
ture of core basis states differs slightly with internu-

clear separation. The core wave functions were ob-
tained by numerical methods, using as input the
eigenvalues and potential curves tabulated by

Hunter, Yau, and Pritchard, ' and using Numerov
integration ' to solve Schrodinger's equation
separately for the potential of each rovibrational lev-

el. After averaging over these wave functions, the
constants show a weak dependence on the rotational
quantum number but a much stronger dependence
on the vibrational level. A feeling for this depen-
dence can be obtained by examining the results for a
few sample levels, given in Table I.

A large number of digits are shown only to make
the rotational dependence apparent. These values
are accurate to only within a few percent, due to nu-
merical errors and the slight sensitivity of the aver-
aged polarizabilities to the values of the fixed-
separation polarizabilities for larger internuclear
separations than given in Ref, 17.

The energy levels of Hunter, Yau, and Pritchard'
were used again to obtain the zeroth-order energies.
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TABLE I. Dependence of the calculated polarizability
and quadrupole moment on the rotational and vibrational

quantum numbers. Results are expressed in a.u.

3.103
3.106
3.126
3.155

3.906
3.914
3.954
4.015

1.650
1.651
1.659
1.672

3.825
4.744
5.924

5.587
7.851

10.867

1.884
2.127
2.387

Thc binding energy of the outer electron mas calcu-
lated using a mass-corrected value for the Rydberg
constant of 109707.45 cm '. Finally, the perturba-
tion matrices were diagonalized to calculate the ac-
tual energies. The first six rotational levels of each
state merc included in the calculation, but perturba-
tions between states of different n or I. mere not in-
cluded.

In Sec. IV of this paper, calculated energies for a
large number of 4d states are compared with the
present experiment and with older spectroscopic
data. The results are surprisingly close to the actual
energy levels, considering the simplicity of the
model. To gain an understanding of the magnitudes
of the various effects, it is useful to examine a typi-

28-
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FIG. 4. Energy-level diagram showing the scheme for
excitation and observation of the n =4 triplet states. Po-
tentials are taken from Ref. 25.

cal state. For the U =0, N =2 level of parahydrogen
in the 4d hg state, the hydrogenic binding energy of
the Rydberg electron is —7042.75 cm ' and the
zeroth-order rotational and vibrational energy is
575.47 cm . The diagonal polarization interaction
lowers the energy by 107.23 cm ', the diagonal
quadrupole interaction lowers it by a further 78.81
cm, and perturbative mixing with the R =0 and 4
basis states raises the energy by 9.3 crn '. The re-
sult is an energy of 117959.20 cm ' expressed rela-
tive to the U=O, N=O level of the ground state of
H2. This is fortuitously close to the experimentally
determined value of 117958.58 cm '. More typical-
ly, the result differs by about ten wave numbers
from experiment. It should be emphasized that the
sizes of the various corrections differ considerably
from level to level and that the quadrupole and per-
turbation corrections can be of either sign.

III. OBSERVATION OF THE 4s
AND 4d STATES

The experimental arrangement has been described
elsewhere. ' Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of
the manner in which the states mere excited and
their decay observed. The experiment described here
is essentially a survey at modest resolution, under-
taken because the existing identifications of transi-
tions to triplet n =4 states are incomplete and some-
what unreliable. The region from 22072 to 22607
crn ' has been searched exhaustively at a resolution
of about 100 MHz, and a number of isolated regions
to either side were examined in an attempt to find
particular transitions. While this by no means ex-
hausts the list of transitions to 4d and 4s that can be
observed with the present apparatus, it provides a
sufficiently extensive list of lines to permit unambi-
guous identifications for transitions to the lower vi-
brational and rotational levels. For the 4d states, it
has been possible to observe transitions from the
first several rotational levels of the 0 =0, 0 =1, and
U =2 vibrational levels. A fem transitions with u =3
have also been identified, although a systematic
study of these levels has not been attempted.

The searching process mas complicated some~hat
because the single-mode dye laser cannot perform
continuous scans over a range wider than 40 GHz.
As a result it was necessary to perform a great many
separate scans, resetting the laser frequency manual-

ly after each scan. Each region was initially exam-
ined at a rapid scan rate, so that a 1-cm ' interval
could be covered in a few minutes. The Channel-
tron output signal mas recorded together with the
absorption spectrum of tellurium dimcrs on a chart
recorder, and the resulting trace was examined for
evidence of transitions. If no transitions were
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TABLE II. Complete list of the observed transitions„showing assignments where they have been made. Strengths

should be taken only as a qualitative indication since no attempt has been made to correct for laser intensity variations or

detection efficiency.

Frequency
(cm ')

21918.885
22 031.317
22 033.001
22073.427
22080.766
22081.173
22092.187
22099.046
22 100.815
22 114.576
22 116.973
22 149.763
22 171.179
22 202.490
22203.168
22 230.382
22 241.102
22 260.069
22 261.271
22269.357
22 270.755
22 272.695
22 275.302
22 276.955
22 284.980
22 287.777
22 289.688
22 291.419
22 297.676
22 298.133
22305.666
22 316.985
22 331.585
22 333.278
22 335.808
22 343.804
22 344.823
22354.020
22355.310
22 357.062
22 361.207
22 373.742
22405.67
22 414.425
22420.980
22427.450
22 430.162

0.3
1.4
0.7
6.1

0.6
0.9
1.1
2+6

3.4
0.3
0.1
5.2
2.8
1.8
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.7
1.2
1.8
0.4
1.0
1.5
1.2
6.3
3.3
0.9
2.9
8
2.7
5b

0.2
0.8
0.7
2.9
4.8
5.6
0.9
1.0'
0.3
1.6
4.5
0.2
1.6
1.0
2.6
0.8

Uppcf state and bf anch

4d II, v=2, P(4)
a, oftho
4d II, v=2, P(3)
4d X, u=2, Q(l)
R» paf a
a» paf R

a, ortho
R» Pafa
a, ortho
4d 5, u=3, P(3)
a, ortho, broad
4d H, v=2, P(2}
4d X, u=l, Q(2)
a, ortho
4d H, v=1, P(3)
4d X, u=O, Q(3)
4d 5, u=2, P(5)
4d H, u=2, R(5)'
4d 4, u=2, P(4)
R» pafa
4s X, u=2, Q(5)'
4d 4, u=2, P(3)
one is 4s X, u =2, Q(4)
othef ls 4d H, u =2, A(4)
4d X, u=l, Q(1)
4d 0, v=2, R(3)
4s X, u=2, Q(3)
4d b„v=3, Q(2)'
4d II, u=2, R(2)
4sX, u=2, Q(2)
4d H, v=2, R(1)
4s X, u=2, Q(1)'
4d 11, v=2, Q(4)'
a, ortho
4d II, u=2, Q(3)
4dII, v=1, P(2)
¹dII,u=2, Q(2)
4d 6, u=3, Q(3)'
4d X, u=O, Q(2)
4d II„v=0, P(3)
4d II, v=2, Q(1)
4dg, u=3, g(1)
4s X, u=l, Q(5)
4s X, u=1, Q(4)
4s X, u=l, Q(3)
4s X, v=1, Q(2)
4d 5, v=1, P(3)

22 438.042
22453.104
22 455.771
22 466.053
22 468.151
22477.594
22 478.072
22481.737
22 487.002
22 489.686
22494.891
22 501.772
22 525.333
22 532.718
22 533.092
22 535.582
22 541.726
22 545.361
22 547.280
22 557.732
22 566.861
22 571.807
22 587.983
22 604.571
22 619.001
22 624.943
22 631.759
22637.434
22640.061
22 643.773
22 647.775
22648.369
22 656.651
22657.864
22690.817
22 716.679
22 723.179
22 772.215
22 795.401
22 830.534
22888.773
22 896.071
22924.670
23 001.422
23 004.815
23 110.603

0.4
1.5
1.5b

2.1

0.2
2b

5.0
0.5
4.3
5.8
1.6
3.1

4.9
0.6
0.9
0.7
0.8
8.7
2.2
0.3
1.1
0.5
0.8
0.2
1.1
0.1

2.2
0.7
6.8
3b

0.7
0.7
2.3
6.3
1.5
2.3
1.3
0.8
0.2
1.7
2.4
1 b

0.7
0.5
2
0.4

4s X, u=1, Q(1)
4d H, v=1, R(4}
4d 6, u=3, R(2)
4d H, u=l, R(3)
4d II, v= 1, Q(5)
4d H, u=l, R(2)
4d X, u=O, Q(1)
4d II, u=l, Q(4)
4d 6, v=2, Q(2)
4d H, u=l, R(1)
4d II, u=l, Q(3)
4d II, u=1, Q(2)
4d H, v=0, P(2)
R, pRra
4d 5, v=3, R(3)
4s X, u=O, Q(4)
4s X, u=O, Q(3)
4d 5, v=2, R(1)
4s X, u=O, Q(2)
4s X, v=O, Q(1)
4d II, u= 1, Q(1)
4d 5, u=2, Q(3)
4d 5, v=O, P(3)
4d H, u=O, 8(5)
4d H, u=O, R(4)
4d II, u=O, Q(5)
4d H, u=O, R(3)
4d 11, u=0, Q(4)
4d 5, v=2, A(2)
4d H, v=O, R(2)
4d II, u=O, Q(3)
4d 6, u=2, Q(4)
4d II, u=O, Q(2)
4d H, u=O, R(l)
4d b, , u=l, Q(2)
4d 6, u=l, R(1)
4dh, u=2, R(3)
¹dII, v=O, Q(1)
4d 6, u=1, Q(3)'
4d 6, u=l, R(2)
4d 5, v=O, R(1)
4d 5, u=O, Q(2)
4d 6, u=l, R(3)
4d 5, u=O, Q(3)
4d 5, u=O, R(2)
4d 6, v=O, R(3)

Thcsc Rsslgnmcnts Rrc uncertain«
'These lines were observed under unusual conditions, and the strengths are particularly inaccurate.
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tegral tends to cancel almost completely. This
leaves the h Xg+ 3sa and i Xg 3do. potentials as the
roost likely predissociation paths. For levels with
U =1 this process is likely to be suppressed because
the potentials for both h Xg+ 3so and i Xg+ 3do. ex-
hibit large humps that rise well above the energy of
the n =4 states. Only nonadiabatic mixings could
allow these levels to predissociate. By contrast, the
U =2 levels lie slightly above both humps and are
free to decay.

In agreement with this discussion, there is no ex-
perimental evidence for predissoriation of the U =1
levels. The U =2 and 3 levels appear to be predisso-
ciative without exception. Observed linewidths
range from about 100 MHz to about 1 GHz and
seem to vary rather erratically from level to level. A
systematic study of the predissoriation lifetimes has
yet to be undertaken. Because the natural linewidth
is of the same order of magnitude as the fine- and
hyperfine-structure splittings, accurate determina-
tions of the lifetimes will require a careful treatment
of line-shape distortion caused by the blending of
the several components of each transition.

A simple experiment mas performed to ascertain
that predissociation was actually occurring and to
determine whether the resulting excited hydrogen
atoms are in the 2s or the 2p state. This consisted of
placing two different windows over the Channeltron
detector, which is sensitive both to vacuum ultravio-
let light and to metastable species. The first was
made of CaF2 and showed a sharp cutoff at about
1250 A. As a result this window blocked both
metastable particles and I.yman-o. radiation but
transmitted the bulk of the radiative decay light by
which nondissoriative states are observed. A small
selection of transitions was examined with this win-
dom in place. Transitions to the u =0 and 1 levels
were diminished only slightly, but transitions to the
higher vibrational levels became entirely unobserv-
able. The second window mas made of MgF2, which
transmits fairly well at I.yman-a. If the predissoci-
ation were to H2s the signals would still be unob-
servable because the metastables would be blocked.
Instead, the transitions were diminished only by
about a factor of 2, consistent with a signal resulting
entirely from I.yman-u radiation emitted by decay-
ing H2p atoms. This experiment was conducted
with grounded grids placed above the detector to
rule out the possibility that metastable hydrogen
might be quickly quenched due to Stark mixing by
static electric fields.

IV. LINE ASSIGNMENTS AND
COMPARISON WITH THEORY

Because of the large rotational constant of H2, its
spectrum shows no sign whatever of macroscopic

ordering at first glance. Matters are further compli-
cated for the 4d states because they exhibit inter-
mediate coupling. In either the case-b or the case-d
basis set the extent of perturbative admixture varies
erratically from level to level, making it impossible
to fit the observed spectra to a simple rotational pro-
gression. In view of these difficulties it is hardly
surprising that some of the line assignments made

by Richardson and others' mere erroneous. Since
they were faced with an extremely dense optical
spectrum and proceeding without the assistance of a
quantitative theoretical calculation, it is remarkable
that most of their work has withstood the test of
later scrutiny as well as it has.

Several factors have combined to make the identi-
fication process far easier for the work reported
here. Thc only transitions observable are those to
the 4s and 4d states, .vastly reducing the number of
lines to be sorted out. In most cases it is possible to
identify the vibrational quantum number from the
appearance of the transition, as described below.
Nearly as important is the availability of a reason-

ably accurate ab initio theory with which the ob-
served spectra can be compared. Another advantage
is that predissociative levels can be observed easily
using the Channeltron detector. These transitions
mere weak or absent in earlier optical emission spec-
tra, further complicating thc identification problem.
One drawback of the new approach is that it is diffi-
cult in many cases to find combinations for which
more than one transition terminates on the same ro-
tational level. This peculiarity arises because the
e II„2@m state is metastable only for parahydrogen
levels of even X and for orthohydrogen levels of odd
N. 26 For those 4s and 4d levels to which a Q branch
is seen, the lower levels required for P and R
branches simply do not exist in the beam. For the
same reason the S=0 levels of X states cannot be
seen at all, since a P branch from an odd level of
orthohydrogen would be the only possible transition.

At the 100-MHz resolution used for this survey, it
is usually possible to identify the vibrational level

uniquely from the appearance of the fine structure.
Because thc fine structure of the upper state is al-

ways small compared with that of the lower state,
the observed lines tend to exhibit three clumps of
components corresponding to the lower-state struc-
ture, one of them considerably removed from the
other tmo. The relative size of this third component
diminishes rapidly as the vibrational number in-
creases. Thc apparent cause is that the fine-
structure sublevel of the metastable state with J=N
has a shorter lifetime than the other sublevels, and
not all of the metastables of this type survive the
transit time from beam source to interaction region.
This effect has been verified by calculation for the
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metastable parahydrogen levels with N=2, and
was seen experimentally for the same lower levels in
the 3s, 3d spectra observed by Lichten and Wik.
With the 10-cm transit distance used for the experi-
ment reported here, the "suppressed" fine-structure
components were diminished little from their statist-
ical intensities for v =0, but were reduced roughly
by a factor of 5 for u = 1, and were altogether invisi-
ble for higher v. An independent check for levels
with v =2 and higher was afforded because these
levels invariably give the strong, broadened lines
characteristic of predissociation.

With the aid of these clues, the transitions were
assigned on the basis of several criteria. The follow-
ing characteristics were sought for a good assign-
ment.

(1) A good match with the results of the theoreti-
cal model. For rotational levels with N=2 and
higher, a repeating pattern of deviations from the
model is usually seen. For example, all of the g
branches to 4dII with u =0 show a difference from
the model of about —7.5 cm ', and all of the P and
R branches show a difference of about —10 cm
Thus the model has useful predictive power at the
level of 1 cm ' or less, even though its absolute ac-
curacy is an order of magnitude worse.

(2) Where possible, confirming combinations. In
those cases where P and R branches could be both
observed, there can be no doubt about the correct-
ness of the assignments. The slight combination de-
fects shown in Tables III—V result from small er-

rors in the metastable energy levels given by Dieke,
which were used to determine the theoretical fre-
quencies. In no case do these defects exceed 0.1

cm
(3) Agreement with the assignments given in

Dieke. Failing this, it was usually possible to find
one or more combinations in the hydrogen-molecule
wavelength table prepared from his data. Such
combinations are very helpful but not definitive by
themselves, since the emission spectrum is so dense
that apparent combinations frequently occur by ac-
cident. It was presumably by this means that in-
correct assignments were originally made for some
of the transitions.

(4) A reasonable line strength. Examination of
the tables of assignments shows that in most cases, a
repeating pattern of intensities is observed for the
various branches that varies only slowly with rota-
tional and vibrational number. The major
discrepan. y is a tendency to observe a sudden step
for u =2, where the means of detection switches
from radiative decay light to predissociation prod-
ucts. A quantitative treatment of the intensities was
not attempted because the experimental intensities
are quite crude and because the competition of vari-
ous decay channels makes accurate calculation of
the line strengths quite difficult.

Tables III—V provide a complete summary of the
results for the 4d states. Only those transitions that
could in principle be observed in the beam experi-
ment are listed. Entries for u =3 are provided only

TABLE III. Transitions to the 4d 'X~+ state.

Branch

u=O, Q(1)
v=O, Q(2)
v=O, Q(3)
v=O, Q(4)

Theory
(cm ')

22 494.18
22 361.49
22 234.70
22 109.15

Dieke

22 476.10
22 357.05
22 230.30
22 105.81

Theory
—Dieke

18.08
4.44
4.40
3.34

Experiment

22 478.072
22 355.310
22 230.382

Theory
Experiment

16.11
6.18
4.32

Strength

5

1.0
0.5

Notes

a
a,b

v=1, Q(1)
v=1, Q(2)
v=1, Q(3)
v =1, Q(4)
v=1, Q(5)

22 303.36
22 182.13
22061.98
21 942.04
21 823.60

22 284.94
22 171.15
22054.06
21 936.21
21 817.69

18.42
10.98
7.92
5.83
5.91

22 284.980
22 171.179

18.38
10.95

6.3
2.8

v=2, Q(1)
u=2, Q(2)
u=2, Q(3)
v=2, Q(4)
u=2, Q(5)

22 098.79
21 987.92
21 874.52
21 761.56
21 646.55

22 073.37
21 970.31
21 861.44
21 748.63
21 631.13

25.42
17.61
13.08
12.93
15.42

22 073.427 25.36 6.1

'Assignment differs from that given by Dieke.
Line strength is particularly uncertain for these lines because they were taken under unusual conditions.
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TABLE IV. Transitions to the 4d Hz state.

Branch

u=O, Q(l)
u=O, P(2)

Theory
(cm ')

22 774.38
22 517.93

Theory
—Dieke

16.19
22 772.215
22 525.333

Theory
—Experiment

2.17
—7.40

0.8

Notes

u=O, Q(2)
u=O, R(1)
u=0, P(3)

u=O, Q(3)
u=0, R(2)
u=O, P(4)

22 648.89
22648.68
22347.90

22640.40
22634.19
22 216.35

22656.62
22 657.82
22 357.05

22647.74
22 643.74
22 225.87

—7.73
—9.14
—9.15

—7.34
—9.55
—9.52

22 656.651
22 657.864
22 357.062

22 647.775
22 643.773

2.3
6.3
0.3

u=O, Q(4)
u=O, R(3)
u=O, P(5)

22 630.25
22 621.70
22089.79

22637.46
22 631.75
22099.73

—7.21
—10.05
—9.94

22 637.434
22 631.759

—7.18
—10.06

0.7
2.2

22617.79
22608.55
21966.41

22 624.93
22618.99
21 976.78

—7.14
—10.44
—10.37

22624.943
22 619.001

—7.15
—10.45

0.1

1.1

22570.26
22 333.30

22481.70
22 332.81

88.56
0.49

22 566.861
22 343.804

3.40
—10.50

u=l, Q(2)
u=1, R(1)
u=l, P(3)

22492.03
22477. 16
22 190.68

22 489.63
22489.63
22203.15

2.40
—12.47
—12.47

22 501.772
22 489.686
22203. 168

—12.14
—12.53
—12.49

3.1

5.8
0.3

22481.58
22464. 13
22066.14

22494.85
22 477.49
22079.32

—13.27
—13.36
—13.18

—13.31
—13.46

for the 4d hg state, since it is only for this state
that assignments to U =3 have so far been made.
The first entry of each table gives the results of the
theoretical calculation described in Sec. II. The
transition frequencies were calculated by using ihe
energies given by Dieke for the levels of the meta-
stable e II„2@m state, after making s correction of
—149.6 cm ' as determined by Miller and
Freund. The wavelength given by Dicke follows
for those levels given assignments by him. The
difference between the model and Dieke's data fol-
lows. The results of the present experiment are
given next, together with the difference between the
theoretical results snd these new measurements.
The final column gives line strengths in the same
units as Table II.

In nearly all cases, more than one of the criteria
listed above was satisfied. The letters in the Notes
column are related to the footnotes and are used to
denote those assignments that are subject to consid-

crable doubt or to denote the levels for which the
ncw results unambiguously differ from the old as-
signments. Table II shows a clump of unassigned
lines near 22100 cm '. Most of them undoubtedly
belong to u =3 of the 4d Og state and to U =3 of
the 4s Xg+ state, but there is at present not enough
information to sort them out. The pattern of
disagreements between the ncw and old assignments
is somewhat peculiar. The first few rotational levels
apparently caused particular difhculty for earlier in-
vestigators, perhaps because the rotational pattern
characteristic of pule Hund s case d was being
sought. The Q branches to u=1 of 4dII were
missed by large amounts with the exception of Q (3),
and the discrepancy between the old and new assign-
rnents reaches s rather startling 85 cm ' for the
Q(1) branch. It is amusing that the transition pre-
viously assigned to Q(1) turns out to be a parahy-
drogen transition and is in fact the Q(4) branch to
the same electronic and vibrational state. It is less
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TABLE IV. (Contr'nued. )

u=l, Q(4)
u=l, R(3)
u=l, P(5)

u=l, Q(5)
u =1, R(4)
u =1, P(6)

u=l, R(5)

u=2, Q(l)
u=2, P(2)

u=2, Q(2)
u=2, R(1)
u=2, P(3)

u=2, Q(3)
u=2, R(2)
u=2, P(4)

u=2, Q(4)
u=2, R(3)
u=2, P(5)

Theory
(cm ')

22469.64
22452.28
2194S.60

22455.00
22438.34
21 826.74

22 352.09
22 137.65

22 322.62
22 289.69
22017.12

22311.02
22 280.52
21 901.76

22297.66
22268.92
21 786.85

Dieke

22498.67
22466.03
21 959.19

22 498.67
22451.12
21 839.S2

22435.00

22 293.48
22 170.49

22 311.58
22 316.73
22043.94

22 327.07
22 304.84
21 925.91

22 340.14
22289.62
21 807.47

Theory
—Dieke

—29.03
—13.75
—13.59

—43.67
—12.78
—12.78

58.61
—32.84

11.04
—27.04
—26.82

—16.05
—24.32
—24.15

—42.48
—20.70
—20.62

Experiment

22 481.737
22 466.053

22 468.151
22 453.104

22 438.042

22 361.207
22 149.763

22 344.823
22 305.666
22 033.001

22 335.808
22 297.676
21918.885

22 331.585
22 287.777

Theory
—Experiment

—12.10
—13.77

—13.15
—14.76

—9.12
—12.11

—22.20
—15.98
—15.88

—24.79
-17.16
—17.12

—33.93
—18.86

0.5
2.1

0.2
1.5

0.4

1.6
5.2

5.6
5
0.7

2.9
8
0.3

0.8
3.3

Notes

a,c

a
a,b
a

a,c

u=2, Q(5)
u=2, R(4)

22282.65
22 254.76

22350.66
22272.64

—68.01
—17.88 22 275.302

or 22276.955

—20.54
—22.20

1.5
1.2

a,d

u=2, P(6)

u=2, R(5)

21 672.95 21 690.92

22 208.12

—17.97

22 260.069 0.7 a,c

'Assignment differs from that given by Dieke.
Line strength is particularly uncertain for these Hnes since they mere observed under unusual conditions.

'Line assignment is not certain.
One of these two lines is the desired R (4}branch to 4d 'Iis; the other is Q (4}to u =2 of the 4s 'Xs+ state.

surprising that all of the assignments to vibrational
levels with u g 1 that could be checked are errone-
ous. It was not previously suspected that these lev-

els decay other than radiatively, so there would have
been no reason to assign these transitions to emis-
sion lines that are weak or absent.

It was largely by a process of elimination that
transitions were identified to a previously un-

discovered state of X symmetry, presumably the
triplet 4s state. The u =0 and 1 assignments to this
state are quite firm, and the total absence of unas-
signed lines corresponding to I' or R branches shows
beyond any reasonable doubt that it is a X state. In
fact, every observed line to the blue of 22270 cm
has been assigned with the exception of the lines at

22333.278 and 22532.718 cm '. A separate publi-
cation gives a full report on the observation of this
new state.

The agreement with theory is excellent, consider-
ing that the calculation was a simple one containing
no adjustable parameters. Agreement is frequently
to within 10 cm ', although it becomes a bit worse
for higher vibrational numbers where the deviation
from hydrogenic energies is much larger. Only for
the Q branches to 4d II with u =2 does it exceed 30
cm ', and these are levels that appear to be per-
turbed significantly by the nearby U =2 levels of the
4s state. The fact that the deviations between exper-
iment and theory tend to follow simple repeating
patterns suggests that much of the discrepancy is
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TABLE V. Transitions to the 4d hg state.

Branch

u=O, Q(2)
u=O, R(1)
u=O, P(3)

u=O, Q(3)
u=O, R(2)
u=O, P(4)

Theory
(Cm ')

22 896.69
22 879.38
22 578.60

23002.80
22995.49
22 577.65

Dieke

22 895.98
22 888.74
22587.95

23001.34
23004.65
22 586.85

Theory
—Dieke

0.71
—9.36
—9.35

1.46
—9.16
—9.20

22 896.071
22 888.773
22 587.983

23 001.422
23 004.815

Theory
Experiment

0.62
—9.39
—9.38

1.38
—9.33

1

2.4
0.8

u =O, Q(4)
u=O, R(3)
u=O, P(5)

23 098.85
23101.60
22 569.69

23 130.53
23 110.58
22 578.58

-31.68
—8.98
—8.89

23 110.603

u=O, Q(5)
u=O, R(4)
u=O, P(6)

23186.89
23 199.35
22 557.21

23266.67

u=1, Q(2)
u=l, R(1)
u=l, P(3)

22693.03
22 705.16
22418.68

22716.71
22430.09

—11.55
—11.41

22 690.817
22 716.679
22430.162

2.21
—11.52
—11.48

1.5
2.3
0.8

u=1, Q(3)
u=1, R(2)
u =1, P(4)

22791.28
22 812.63
22414.64

22 828.24
22 430.09

—15.61
—15.45

22 795.401
22 830.534

—4.12
—17.90

0.2
1.7

b,C

1
b

22 880.84
22 910.48
22403.80

—16.44
—16.49

-14.19 0.7

probably systematic in nature. No attempt has so
far ben. made to alter the polarizabilities and quad-
rupole moments so ss to attain a better fit, and it
would not be surprising if some improvement could
be realized. The deviations from hydrogenicity are
sufficiently large that the neglect of higher-order
moments may also be significant. One feature of
the discrepancies that is poorly understood is the
tendency for levels of very low N to deviate some-
what from the pattern of errors seen for higher lev-
els. It is hoped that experiments on Rydberg states
of high n can soon be performed, snd it will be in-
teresting to see whether these minor peculiarities
recur for states lying much closer to pure case d.

V. CONCLUSION

The po~er of the laser-molecular beam approach
has been clearly deIaonstrated by applying 1t to s
poorly understood system of levels. Of the 93 tran-
sitions observed, all but 11 have been assigned, most

with a h1gh level of confidence. It proved possible
to identify 14 transitions to a previously unknown
state, thought to be 4s Xg+, A number of discrepan-
cies were found mith the previous assignments to the
4d states. In particular, it appears that sll transi-
tions previously reported to vibrational levels with
U =2 and higher are probably spurious. The abso-
lute transition frequencies have been measured to
about 0.006 cm, 11IMted only by the ca11brstion of
the frequency reference used. A simple theoretical
approach based on the polarizability and quadrupole
interactions of the Rydberg electron with the H2+
core gives results that agree remarkably mell with
the experimental energies.

It is hoped that more accurate theoretical treat-
ments will be stimulated by this work. The success
of the simple Rydberg-state model suggests that it
might be improved further, perhaps by incorporat-
ing its results into a formalism such ss multichanne1
quantum-defect theory that would include perturba-
tions between levels of different n and I in a sys-
tematic fashion. It would be interesting to see how
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TABLE V. (Continued. )

Branch

u=2, Q(2)
u=2, R(1)
u=2, P(3)

0=2, Q(3)
v =2, R(2)
u=2, P(4)

Theory
(cm-')

22482. 12
22 527.09
22254.52

22 572.32
22623.92
22245. 16

Dieke

22 569.33
22541.70
22269.19

22667.99
22651.45
22272.64

Theory
—Dieke

—87.21
—14.61
—14.67

4.33
—27.53
—27.48

Experiment

22487.002
22 545.361
22 272.695

22 571.807
22 640.061
22 261.271

Theory
—Experiment

—4.88
—18.27
—18.18

0.51
—16.14
—16.11

Strength

4.3
8.7
1

0.5
6.8
1.2

Notes

u=2, Q(4)
u=2, R(3)
u=2, P(5)

22 652.46
22714.22
22232. 15

22 785.33
22734.86
22253.37

—132.87
—20.64
—21.22

22648.369
22 723.179
22 241.102

4.09
—8.96
—8.95

0.7
1.3
0.3

v=2, Q(5)
u=2, R(4)
u=2, P(6)

V=3, Q(2)
u=3, R(1)
u=3, P(3)

v=3, Q(3)
u=3, R(2)
u=3, P(4)

22 723.95
22796.66
22214.85

22273.92
22 346.36
22 087.18

22 346.78
22432.32
22072.28

22 903.43

22396.73
22 361.60
22 102.09

22495.41
22460.86
22 100.78

—179.48

—122,81
—15.24
—14.91

—148.63
—28.54
—28.50

22 291.419
22 373.742
22 114.576

22 354.020
22 455.771

—17.50
—27.38
—27.40

—7.24
—23.45

2.9
45
0.3

0.9
1.5

b,c
b
b

b,c
b,a

u=3, Q(4)
u=3, R(3)
u=3, P(5)

22415.48
22512.08
22054.05

22604.56
22 526.43
22068.37

—189.08
—14.35
—14.32

22 533.092

u=3, Q(5)
u=3, R(4)

22480. 15
22 585.58

'Line strength is particularly uncertain for these lines since they frere observed under unusual conditions.

Assigmnent differs from that given by Dieke.
'Line assignment is not certain.

such an approach would compare with the more
traditional approach of calculating accurate molecu-
lar potentials in a case-b-like basis, then considering
perturbations between them. A better understanding
of the predissociation process would also be valu-

able, especially since many of the levels studied lie

quite close to threshold, either just above or just
below it.

Several further experiments are suggested by the
results presented here. Comparison of 02 spectra
with the Hz results could provide considerable in-

sight regarding the remaining discrepancies between
experimental- and theoretical-level positions. Other
possibilities include fine-structure determinations,
lifetime measurements, and a search for the predis-
sociative U =3 levels of the n =3 states. Of particu-
lar interest is the spectroscopy of the higher Ryd-
berg states. An experiment is presently in progress

in which two dye lasers are used to achieve stepwise
excitation of the np and nf Rydberg series. It is
thought that states with principal quantum numbers
ranging from about 7 on up to 30 or 40 will be ob-
servable. The goal will be to undertake a systematic
study of both the level positions and the decay pro-
cesses, especially the competition between autoioni-
zation, predissociation, snd radiative decay.
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